AGM
=/\=/\=/\= Begin Mission =/\=/\=/\=

Ens. Morrell
::in Engineering::

Ens. G Heinlein
:::: Planing new day of  counseling ::::

Captain Lewis
::on bridge::

Ltjg Ber
::at science Station::

Cmdr. Tucker
::sitting in the XO's chair::

Lt. McDowell
::in office, reading over these field schematics::

Cmdr. Mitchell
::adjusts flight controls::

Ltjg Ber
::long range scans operational::

Ens. G Heinlein
:::reviewing patient histories for those I am to see this day :::

Dr.(Lt.) Landt
::in sickbay preparing for casualties::

Lt. McDowell
hmm...ah yes

Ens. Morrell
::walks over to the Chief's office and triggers the beep::

Cmdr. Tucker
Dresden: Mr. Dresden, what's our readiness status?

Cmdr. Mitchell
::plotting course to the outpost::

Captain Lewis
Mitchell:  ETA to starbase?

Ltjg Ber
::lets piggyback some sensor readings on the scaners::

Lt. McDowell
::bangs head on the console when he hears the beep:: Yes?

Lt. McDowell
::rubs head::

Dr.(Lt.) Landt
::preparing hypos::

Cmdr. Dresden
XO: OPS is Slaved to TAC and all  functions are nominal.

Cmdr. Mitchell
CO: twenty minutes, Skipper.

Ens. Morrell
::enters the doors and pauses in front of the desk, watching his chief rub his head::

Captain Lewis
::nods to Mtichell::

Ens. Morrell
McDowell:  Orders for Engineering, sir?

Captain Lewis
Tucker: status?

Ens. Morrell
McDowell:  And what did you do to your head?

Cmdr. Mitchell
::adjust warp setting::

Ltjg Ber
Ensign Youdoit: keep an eye on your panel there, keep running diagnostics, ok

Cmdr. Dresden
XO/CO: May I recomend that we go to yellow alert this close to the Nuetral zone...I also recomend we proceed with shields up.

Cmdr. Mitchell
::notes Outpost 63 is coming up on the Nav screen::

Cmdr. Tucker
Lewis: ::nods:: {#}Mcdowell: What's the ships status Mr. Mcdowell, will we be plagued by the problems we had not too long ago?

Ltjg Ber
<Youdoit> Ber: yes sir

Lt. McDowell
Morrell: You caught me as I was working on my computer. And...well...all I can say is possibly get ready to start a plasma inverter overhaul.

Captain Lewis
Dresdan: we should already be at yellow

Lt. McDowell
{#}Tucker: That I will report on in a minute sir...stand by.

Ens. Morrell
McDowell:  Aye sir.  Anything I could help you with on the computer?

Ens. G Heinlein
:::admits first patient ::::

Cmdr. Dresden
CO: I stand corrected Captain...I was distracted...I still recomend full shields, though

Captain Lewis
Ber: anything on sensors?

Lt. McDowell
Morrell: No...this is a self-contained system that I built out of spare Intrepid-class parts.

Ltjg Ber
Cap: nothing as of yet, outpost coming up

Captain Lewis
Dresdan: don't think that will be necessary at this point

Cmdr. Tucker
Lewis: I agree with Dresden Captain.

Ens. Morrell
McDowell: Very well sir.  I'll be in Engineering monitoring the systems if you need me...

Cmdr. Dresden
CO: Aye sir.

Lt. McDowell
Morrell: Dismissed... ::exits and heads out of the engine room::

Cmdr. Tucker
Lewis: I mean, at any sign of trouble, I agree with Dresden

Ltjg Ber
Cap: geting readings from the outpost

Captain Lewis
Mitchell: prepare standar orbital procedures

Lt. McDowell
::enters TL::

Ens. Morrell
::exits the office and reenters main engineering

Captain Lewis
Tucker:  ::nods::

Dr.(Lt.) Landt
::gets the rest of sickbay ready::

Ltjg Ber
Cap: they seem to have lost their power to the main grid

Lt. McDowell
TL: Bridge

Cmdr. Mitchell
CO: Standard orbit in 10 minutes

Captain Lewis
Dresdan: see if you can get a response from the outpost

Cmdr. Mitchell
::lays in commands to attain standard orbit::

Ltjg Ber
Youdoit: use a pinpoint scan, see what you can come up with

Lt. McDowell
::enters the Bridge, and walks down to the two command officers with a report::

Cmdr. Dresden
CO: Aye sir...hailing Outpost now

Ens. Morrell
{#}Dresden:  How are the systems looking on your end Commander?

Cmdr. Tucker
Lewis: I believe our chief engineer will brief us personally on the status of the ship.

Cmdr. Mitchell
::prepares ship to drop out of warp drive::

Captain Lewis
Tucker:  we will need to prepare away teams

Cmdr. Dresden
{#}Morell: everything is ship shape ensign.

Cmdr. Tucker
Mcdowell: Ah yes, what do ya think Rob?

Ens. Morrell
{#}Dresden:  Hope it stays that way sir.

Ltjg Ber
<Youdoit> Ber: I am getting lifeform reading from the planet

Cmdr. Dresden
{#}Morrell: is there a problem?

Lt. McDowell
CO/XO: Well...no problems so far...

Ltjg Ber
Youdoit: Isolate, where exactly

Ens. Morrell
{#}Dresden:  No sir, I'm just trying to keep it that way.

Cmdr. Tucker
Lewis: Aye sir, shall I lead it?

Ens. G Heinlein
::::Is glad to see that the crewman has gotten over the loss of his wife and sees him out of the door :::

Ens. Morrell
{#}Computer, run a level 3 diagnostic on all key ship systems.

Cmdr. Dresden
{#} Morrel: very good ensign.

Captain Lewis
Tucker:  we need may need to divide into two teams

Lt. McDowell
CO/XO: I did pick up a fix to our thruster problem, and a modified warp field proposal...but no problems with the ship any more.

Ens. Morrell
{#}Dresden:  Thank you sir.

Captain Lewis
Tucker: you take one.......

Ens. Morrell
::wonders if the scan will turn up anything::

Cmdr. Dresden
XO/CO: No response to hails as of yet.

Ltjg Ber
<youdoit> Ber: the outpost, sir, the scans of lifeforms seems to be normal

Captain Lewis
Dresdan: ::nods::

Cmdr. Mitchell
::looks over to the Chief thankfully::

Ens. Morrell
{#}Ber:  Did you bring the gel-packs back online Ber?

Lt. McDowell
::walks over to the side Engineering console, and finishes his work from there::

Captain Lewis
Tucker: you gather a team of engineers and I will lead the second team..........

Cmdr. Tucker
Dresden: All right, keep trying cmdr, could they be having tech troubles?

Cmdr. Mitchell
CO:  Standard orbit at Outpost 63 Captain

Ltjg Ber
{#}Morell: all seems fine right now, we are running diagnostics under our programing

Ens. G Heinlein
::::orders a Strong Coffee from the replicator :::

Cmdr. Dresden
XO/CO: I am scanning the outpost for any signs of combat damage...I detect none so far.

Ens. Morrell
::sees results on scans and allows a small smile to escape before returning to his usually Vulcan self::

Captain Lewis
Mitchell:  very good..... prepare to beam to the outpost.......

Dr.(Lt.) Landt
::prepares the sickbay beds for casualties::

Ens. Morrell
{#}Ber:  Let me know if you detect any problems.

Cmdr. Tucker
Lewis: Captain, and who is going to lead the other away team?

Cmdr. Dresden
XO: No discernable technical problems sir.  

Lt. McDowell
::scans the outpost, ending up with a decidedly Engineering-looking schematic::

Ens. G Heinlein
:::Sits and closes files on the crewman ::::

Ltjg Ber
{#}Morell: acknowledged

Cmdr. Mitchell
::looks to CO and wonders, ME?::

Captain Lewis
Tucker: you are to lead one  and I will lead the other

Cmdr. Tucker
Lewis: Do you really think that's wise sir?  If it gets hostile, we need you on the bridge.


Captain Lewis
Tucker: at this point , we need to find out what is going on....::thinks a minute::

Cmdr. Dresden
CO: I opbject to that course STRONGLY sir...both command officers on an away team...I recomend another course of action...

Lt. McDowell
::taps the console, looking up every once in awhile::

Dr.(Lt.) Landt
{#}Heinlein:  I'll need you to help me with medical in the absence of Othis.

Ens. G Heinlein
{#} Doc : Certainly ...I will be right there 

Ens. Morrell
::walks around Engineering, seeing that everything is working properly::

Ltjg Ber
::turns and looks at Dresden, ::hes right::lets see::

Cmdr. Tucker
Lewis: I must agree with Dresden, but it's your call...

Dr.(Lt.) Landt
{#}Heinlein:  We'll meet in the TR when they call for us.

Ens. Morrell
{#}McDowell:  Chief, I just ran a level 3 diagnostic that came up completely clean.

Captain Lewis
Dresdan:  I think Commander Thomas can handle the bridge..

Ens. G Heinlein
:::leaves The Coucilior's Office and heads to medical :::

Lt. McDowell
::walks around Bridge to the big ship readout, and starts punching in stuff there::

Cmdr. Dresden
CO: ::whispers::sir, your place is on the bridge...

Cmdr. Thomas
::in quarters::

Dr.(Lt.) Landt
::prepares med kits for her and the counselor::

Captain Lewis
Dresdan::w:: what? and miss all the fun?  ::grins::

Cmdr. Tucker
Lewis: Very well, shall I assemble my team?

Cmdr. Dresden
CO::whispers::yes he can, sir...but you should still be here on the ship.

Ens. Morrell
{#}McDowell:  Do you require any assistance up there sir?

Ens. G Heinlein
{#} Doc : I have nothing to do for a bit I may as well meet with you and speculate :::

Captain Lewis
Tucker: make it so

Lt. McDowell
{#}Morrell: Thank you. We can rest easy now. And no...not at the moment

Ens. Morrell
{#}McDowell: Very well Chief.

Captain Lewis
Dresdan...contact security ......and you're with me........

Dr.(Lt.) Landt
{#} Heinlein:  Alright...I'll be waiting for you.

Ltjg Ber
::glaces at panel, then back to conversation of XO and CO::

Ens. G Heinlein
:::arrives at Sickbay :::

Ens. Morrell
::wonders what is happening on the bridge::

Cmdr. Dresden
CO: :chagrining a little::aye sir...::prepares to follow captain::

Cmdr. Tucker
::stands up:: Mitchell: {#}Mcdowell: You two are with me, report to TR 3.

Captain Lewis
::points to Ber: you too.........

Cmdr. Dresden
::The Captain is going to get herself killed one day like this::

Cmdr. Mitchell
XO: Aye, Sir

Ens. G Heinlein
::enters Sickbay :::

Ltjg Ber
::stands walks to Cap: Aye sir

Dr.(Lt.) Landt
Heinlein:  hello counselor

Lt. McDowell
::wheels around to the commander:: Tucker: Aye sir....

Captain Lewis
::heads to TL::

Ens. G Heinlein
Doc : Hello Doc 

Lt. McDowell
{#}Morrell: Ensign...you're in charge. I'm on the Away Team.

Cmdr. Mitchell
::turns controls over to Ensign, who is standing by::

Lt. McDowell
::heads to TR 3::

Ltjg Ber
::follows::checks tricorder and phasor::

Cmdr. Tucker
Mitchell: ::nods:: Get a security officer and equip yourselves armed.

Cmdr. Mitchell
::heads to TL::

Ens. Morrell
{#}McDowell:  Understood Chief.  

Captain Lewis
::Nods to Commander Thomas:: take care of her eh?

Cmdr. Tucker
::Heads to TL::

Dr.(Lt.) Landt
Heinlein:  here's your med kit.  ::shows him how to use it and hands it to him::

Ens. G Heinlein
Doc : Doctor what you think we'll likely find there >

Cmdr. Tucker
CO:  ::nods:: Aye.

Cmdr. Mitchell
XO: Aye, and I'll also get you AT equipment, Sir

Cmdr. Dresden
::heads to TR after turning over TAC and OPS to a Minor one time seen officer that we never know the name of::

Ens. G Heinlein
Doc: Thanks :::Smiles :::

Lt. McDowell
::enters the TR, and grabs a Tricorder, phaser, and his trusty "wrench kit", as the XX-century people put it::

Cmdr. Tucker
Lewis: good luck captain.

Dr.(Lt.) Landt
Heinlein:  If the Romulans have been there there should be many phaser wounds

Ltjg Ber
::turns to Youdoit:: youdoit: keep a link on us, ok?

Cmdr. Tucker
TL: TR# 3

Captain Lewis
::smiles:: you too........

Ens. Morrell
::decides to go to the bridge::

Ltjg Ber
<youdoit> Ber: already done sir

Cmdr. Tucker
::nods back as the door whooshes shut::

Ens. Morrell
Sykes:  Ensign Sykes, you have Engineering.  I will be on the bridge.

Ens. Morrell
<Sykes> Morrell:  Aye sir.

Captain Lewis
::enters TR::

Ltjg Ber
::sets phasor on heavy stun::

Lt. McDowell
::waits around in the TR for everyone else, while also checking the transporter systems for any "annoying glitches"::

Cmdr. Dresden
:: standing by the Captain with tricorder and phaser and phaser issue for the CO::

Captain Lewis
::waits for everyone::

Ens. Morrell
:;exits Engineering and heads to the bridge::

Cmdr. Mitchell
::heads for TR3::

Cmdr. Dresden
CO: Sir, Her is your side arm.

Cmdr. Tucker
::Arrives in TR 3::

Ens. Morrell
::exits TB onto bridge and heads over to the engineering console::

Dr.(Lt.) Landt
::grabs phasers and hands one to Heinlein::  Let's go.

Ens. G Heinlein
Doc shall we go to the Transporters ?

Dr.(Lt.) Landt
::heads to TR with Heinlein::

Ens. G Heinlein
Doc : Thaks

Lt. McDowell
Tucker: Welcome sir... ::hands over a phaser and other accessories::

Captain Lewis
Dresdan:: ::takes side arm:: thanks...

Ens. Morrell
::noticies that all the senior officers are gone and an uknown commander is in command of the bridge::

Captain Lewis
::checks sidearm::

Ens. G Heinlein
:::Checks Phaser :::

Cmdr. Tucker
Mcdowell: Thanks Rob, ::pockets stuff::

Ltjg Ber
::slides PADD in backof pants::

Cmdr. Dresden
CO: Sir..::whispers::please be careful over there...

Captain Lewis
Heinlein: you go with Tuckers team

Ens. G Heinlein
Captain : Captain Aye 

Captain Lewis
Dresdan:  :::smiles:: that i will.......

Lt. McDowell
::taps in a few sequences into the controller console, just finalizing all of the fixes to the darned thing::

Captain Lewis
::stands ready::

Ens. Morrell
::thinks Chief's get to have all the fun, then gets mad at himself for that very unVulcanlike thought::

Ens. G Heinlein
:::joins XO's Team :::

Ltjg Ber
::to Captains left::

Dr.(Lt.) Landt
Captain:  I'm with you, correct?

Cmdr. Dresden
::somehow isn't comforted by the CO's reasurance given her propensity for the dynamic::

Captain Lewis
Landt: that is correct

Cmdr. Tucker
{#}Mitchell: Don;t get a security officer, I got someone else.

Lt. McDowell
::hands everyone the usual accessories::

Ens. G Heinlein
XO : Reporting as ordered sir 

Cmdr. Tucker
{#}Morrell: Ensign, I need ya on my away team, can you be spared?

Ltjg Ber
::gets a bad feeling about this::

Cmdr. Mitchell
{#} XO: Acknowledged, I've got the AT equipment

Captain Lewis
::waits for beam out::

Ens. Morrell
{#}Tucker:  Of course sir.  Transporter Room 1?

Cmdr. Mitchell
::arrives TR3::

Lt. McDowell
{#}Morrell: Room 3.

Cmdr. Tucker
Heinlein: Didn't know you were coming, but glad to have ya, familiar with a phaser? ::smiles::

Ens. Morrell
{#}McDowell:  Aye Chief

Cmdr. Tucker
{#}Morrell: Three actually.

Ens. Morrell
::exits bridge and heads for tr 3::

Ens. G Heinlein
XO : a bit :::smiles :::

Lt. McDowell
::grins at the overheard joke. finishes all of the settings::

AGM
Action:  The CO's Team is transported to the Outpost.  {transporter}

Ens. Morrell
::enters TR 3 and approaches Commander Tucker::

Ltjg Ber
::draws phasor::

Captain Lewis
@::arrives at the outpost::

Cmdr. Tucker
Heinlein: Hopefully you won't have to use it.

Ens. Morrell
Tucker:  Commander, do you need someone with a phaser rifle?  I have experience with it...

Lt. McDowell
XO: Commander, I'm ready. Delayed for 5 seconds so I can get over there.

Captain Lewis
@::draws phaser and looks around::

Cmdr. Dresden
@::pulls out tricorder to scan for life signs::

Ens. G Heinlein
XO : hopefully none of us shall 

Cmdr. Mitchell
::checks sidearm and comm::

Dr.(Lt.) Landt
@::arrives with captain::

AGM
@@@ Action:  The lights are dim.  Monitors blink on and off.

Ltjg Ber
@::takes out tricorder::

Captain Lewis
@Landt: anything?

Cmdr. Tucker
::get's on the pad and draws phaser::

Captain Lewis
@:::eerie feeling::

Ens. Morrell
XO:  Cmdr, do I get a phaser or phaser rifle sir?

Dr.(Lt.) Landt
@::scans with tricorder::

Cmdr. Tucker
Team: Prepare to beam over as soon as we're all here.

Lt. McDowell
Morrell: Here... ::throws over a rifle, and takes one for himself::

Ens. G Heinlein
:::gets on the pad facing away :::

Cmdr. Mitchell
$::draws phaser::

Ltjg Ber
@Cap: let me see if i can get some lights

Cmdr. Dresden
@Co: I haven't picked anything up yet sir::pulls out phaser::

Captain Lewis
@::nods:::

Ens. Morrell
::catches rifle and grabs a phaser just in case::

Cmdr. Tucker
Mitchell: Have a phaser for Morrell?

Captain Lewis
@::begins walking toward the blinkin panels::

Ens. G Heinlein
:::draws Phaser set on stun :::

Ltjg Ber
@Cap: i have life form reading in the next room on the left

Cmdr. Tucker
Mitchell:: Never mind he got one.

Lt. McDowell
::looks around room::

Cmdr. Dresden
@CO: May I suggest we make for the command center...

Captain Lewis
@Ber: what is it?

Ens. Morrell
::goes over to a locker and grabs an extra energy pack for each::

Cmdr. Tucker
TR Chief: Beam us over.

Captain Lewis
Dresdan: good idea...

Ltjg Ber
@Cap:looks human

Ens. Morrell
::steps onto transpoter padd::

Lt. McDowell
::hits the transport button, and jumps over onto the pad::

Cmdr. Mitchell
$XO: Aye. ::flips phaser to Morrell::

Cmdr. Dresden
@CO:  Sir, I just picked up life readings from the next room

Captain Lewis
@Dresdan: but let's check out that life sign first

Dr.(Lt.) Landt
@::follows AT::

Ltjg Ber
@Cap: getting better 2 humans, 3 vulcans

AGM
Action:  The XO Team is beamed to the outpost {transporter}

Ltjg Ber
:;taps tgricorder:

Ens. G Heinlein
$:::materializes ::::

Captain Lewis
@: are they strong?

Cmdr. Tucker
@::scans the area for an movement::

Lt. McDowell
$ ::arrives, and draws rifle. Turns on targeting light::

Cmdr. Dresden
@CO: aye sir...Let me go in first.

AGM
$$$ Action:  You arrive in the dark.  No lights.  The air is extremely dank.

Ens. G Heinlein
$::::looks about for any untoward signs :::

Ltjg Ber
@: Tricorder is analyzing

Cmdr. Tucker
$Mcdowell: What are you scanning?

Captain Lewis
@::heads toward room::

Cmdr. Mitchell
$::looks for the light switch::

Ltjg Ber
@Cap: let me take point

Ens. G Heinlein
$Pulls out tricorder and takes readings :::

Captain Lewis
@Ber: ::nods: if you wish.....

Lt. McDowell
$ Tucker: Standby... ::takes out the thingy with his open hand and starts doing a sweep::

Cmdr. Dresden
@:;shines wrist light into the darkness::

Captain Lewis
@::falls in behind Ber::

Cmdr. Tucker
$::snaps his light open::

Dr.(Lt.) Landt
@::follows AT::

Ltjg Ber
@places magnetic locker on door::

Ens. G Heinlein
XO : there is an old proverb that a light also shows where you are 

Captain Lewis
@:::proceeds with caution::

Cmdr. Mitchell
$::turns on handheld light::

Ltjg Ber
@::presses command code::

Lt. McDowell
$ Tucker: The core is about 4 rooms south...down that hallway. ::points rifle in the direction of blackness::

Ltjg Ber
@here we go

Ltjg Ber
::Door opens::

Captain Lewis
@::holds phaser ready::

AGM
@@@ 3 Vulcans and 2 Humans wander about the room bumping into the walls in the next room.

Cmdr. Tucker
$Morrell, McDowell: Can you two get the core online if we reach it?

Cmdr. Mitchell
$::takes the point position::

Captain Lewis
@::goes to other side of door and then enters slowly::

Ltjg Ber
@Hello, hello

Ens. G Heinlein
$::::Follows ::::

Captain Lewis
@::Looks at the occupants of the room::

Cmdr. Dresden
@CO: better have the doctor look at this.

Captain Lewis
@::looks back at team::

Captain Lewis
@Landt:  check them out!

AGM
@@@ Action:  They do not respond, but continue to bump into the walls.

Ltjg Ber
@::walks in room sweeping phasor left to right::

Captain Lewis
@::walks up to one of the humans::

Lt. McDowell
$ Tucker: Possibly. It depends on the sustained damage and what main power is still left in here.

Cmdr. Tucker
$Team: OK, let's go to that core then, ::starts in the direction::

Dr.(Lt.) Landt
@::scans the people::

Dr.(Lt.) Landt
@:: gives them hypos and they slump down::

Cmdr. Tucker
$::comes to the first door::

Cmdr. Mitchell
$::moves out towards the core::

Cmdr. Dresden
@Landt: Are you able to ascertain their condition?

Ens. G Heinlein
::::Follows at a distance keeping eyes behind using the tricorder ::::

Captain Lewis
@:{#}Tucker: we have some people in the second room where we beamed in...they seem incoherent.........

Lt. McDowell
$ ::starts walking, all the while doing tricorder sweeps::

Ltjg Ber
@Cap: tricorder is picking up the Command center, 2 doors down north of here

Dr.(Lt.) Landt
@::scans them and they are healthy::  They seem healthy captain.

Cmdr. Tucker
$MItchell: Can we get this door open?

Captain Lewis
@Ber: ::nods::  ::aits for Landts report::

Cmdr. Dresden
@Landt: Do you have a prognosis?

Ltjg Ber
@Landt: I wouldn't touch them if I were you

Dr.(Lt.) Landt
@Dresden:  They seem to be perfectly healthy.

Captain Lewis
@::grabs one of the humans ::

Cmdr. Mitchell
$XO: I'll give it a try.  ::applies elbow grease to door::

Captain Lewis
@::looks  closely at them::

Ens. G Heinlein
$Tucker : I am detecting a wiff of something telepathically ....not enough to make out but it is there ....

Cmdr. Tucker
$Mitchell: ::nods:: lets do it.  Heinlein: Cover us.

Captain Lewis
@Landt: any ideas?

AGM
$$$ Action:  The Door begins CREAKING loudly... it echoes down into the next room.

Cmdr. Mitchell
$Morrell:  Can you give me a hand with this door?

Ltjg Ber
@::feels something trying to communicate subconsiously::

Dr.(Lt.) Landt
@::knocks out the people with a hypo::  Capt:  I'd like to transport them to sickbay.

Lt. McDowell
$ <Morrell> ::assists the Commanders::

Cmdr. Tucker
$::door open slides open after some force:: Heinlein: Are we gonna run into it?

Captain Lewis
@Landt:  ::Looks around:: ::nods:: do it

Ltjg Ber
@Cap: I am sensing what appears to be another Betaziod or telepath trying to communicate

Captain Lewis
@Landt: tell them to give us some answers as soon as possible

Cmdr. Tucker
$::points phaser down corridor::

Ltjg Ber
@:: holds head::

Dr.(Lt.) Landt
@Capt:  aye sir.

Ens. G Heinlein
$:::watches for anysign at all especially for the dtange tendrils that seem to be just out of reach :::

Captain Lewis
@Ber: can you assertain it's location?  

Cmdr. Dresden
@Landt: Do you have any idea what the causality of their condition is?

Cmdr. Mitchell
$::shines light down the corridor::

Ltjg Ber
@Cap: direction of the Command center

Captain Lewis
Ber: you alright?

Cmdr. Tucker
$Team: let's proceed ::starts walking down corridor::

Captain Lewis
@all: ok let's get to the command center

Lt. McDowell
$ ::continues walking down the halls with the group::

Cmdr. Mitchell
$::moves out ahead of the others::

Ens. G Heinlein
$:::slowly follows ...all senses alert :::

Ltjg Ber
@Cap:trying to sharpen the feeling, i'll be ok

Captain Lewis
@::looks around room::

Captain Lewis
@::heads for the door::

Cmdr. Tucker
$Mcdowell: How much farther?

Dr.(Lt.) Landt
@Capt.:  there may be something interfering with their brain.  I'll need my sickbay equipment to find out more.

Ens. G Heinlein
$:::Drops to knees ...screaming in pain :::

Ltjg Ber
@::follows Captain::

Lt. McDowell
$ ::takes another reading:: 2 more rooms and a turn to the west.

Cmdr. Mitchell
$:: Adjusts phaser to heavy stun, just in case::

Captain Lewis
@Landt: beam them up and get your team on it.....you stay here there may be more casualties

Lt. McDowell
$ ::looks down at the Ensign:: Heinlein: Problem?

AGM
@@@ Action:  A Bolian walks directly towards the CO Away Team...  his eyes are dead and his body is limp... yet he continues to walk as if you wern't even there.

Ens. G Heinlein
$::::shakes head and rises :::

Captain Lewis
@::heads into the hall::

Cmdr. Tucker
$::Immeaditaly stops:: {#}GEN: Medical emergency, one to beam to sickbay, immeadiatly!!

Captain Lewis
@::sees a Bolian::

Ltjg Ber
@::whats this????::

Captain Lewis
@::grabs his arm and looks at him::

Dr.(Lt.) Landt
@::transports the people to sickbay:: {#} Ensign:  please try to find out what's happening with these people::

Captain Lewis
@HEY! can you hear me???

Ens. G Heinlein
$McDowell it was a momentary ....er...attack ...probe ? I dont know but it felt like a sharp knife 

Ltjg Ber
@::tries to read any thoughts eminating from Bolian::

Cmdr. Dresden
@::looks at bolian...stuns him and and lets him fall unconcious::

Captain Lewis
@::Looks at crew:: sheesh...he didn't even know we were here

Ltjg Ber
@Cap: he has no consiousness,his brain is, uh, drained

Lt. McDowell
$ ::looks over at Tucker with a "wasn't that a little hasty" look::

Cmdr. Mitchell
$::turns west after 2nd room::

Captain Lewis
@Ber: drained?

Dr.(Lt.) Landt
@::the ensign starts tests on the people::

Cmdr. Tucker
$Well, so much for fast beam outs. GEN: Cancel beamout.

Cmdr. Dresden
@CO: Sir...this will keep him from harming himself...I recomend we get to the Command Center and see if we can piece anything together with the logs.

Ens. G Heinlein
$McDowell:it is over now though it came and is gone

Captain Lewis
@Dresdan:  let's do it

Lt. McDowell
$ ::continues walking::

Ltjg Ber
@Cap: its like he is a baby, no concepts , no nothing

Captain Lewis
@::continues heading toward command center;:

Cmdr. Tucker
$Heinlein: What's going on Ensign?  Will you be able to continue, or should you return to the ship?

Captain Lewis
@::wonders what the hell is going on::

Dr.(Lt.) Landt
@Ber:  could someone have brainwashed them?

Ens. G Heinlein
$ Tucker : I can continue

Captain Lewis
@::approaches entrance to command center::

Ltjg Ber
@Cap:uwwwww, uh, what??!!

Cmdr. Mitchell
$::arrives at another closed doorway::

AGM
$$$ Action:  You hear a bump in the adjoining chamber.  A load metallic crash accompanies it.

Ens. G Heinlein
$:::strengthens mental sheilds :::

Lt. McDowell
$ ::eyes finally focus to the dim light from the handhelds. all he smells is dust and smoke. And a little dampness::

Cmdr. Tucker
$Heinlein: Allright, I just don't like my team being attacked when we cannot defend.

Captain Lewis
@::Looks around::

Lt. McDowell
$ ::wheels around in the direction of the noise::

Ltjg Ber
@Cap: someone or something is trying to contat me

Cmdr. Mitchell
$::XO: You hear that Sir?

Captain Lewis
@::enters command center::

Captain Lewis
Ber:  what?

Captain Lewis
@ ::motions to team to enter the room::

Ltjg Ber
@Cap: Something is trying to search my mind, very strange

AGM
@@@ Action:  The scene of the Command Center is an eerie one.  All of the crew are present at their workstations...  however they all seem to be "dead".

Cmdr. Dresden
@::looks around CC and tries to open commnad logs::

Dr.(Lt.) Landt
@::enters room::

Ens. G Heinlein
$ Tucker .. I fear our "enemy may be a being that uses the mind as a weapon ... :::Pales :::

Captain Lewis
@::Looks around::

Cmdr. Tucker
$Morrell: watch Heinlein.  He may be invaluable to this mission, but if he has another attack, sedate him, I can't risk him.

Cmdr. Dresden
@Landt: are they all dead or just in a zombie state.

Captain Lewis
Ber:  is it close can you make anything out?

Lt. McDowell
$ <Morrell> Tucker: Aye sir. ::stands by the fellow Ensign::

Dr.(Lt.) Landt
@Capt.:  they're like the others.

Cmdr. Mitchell
$::tries to open door::

Captain Lewis
@::walks over to one of the stations::

Ltjg Ber
@Cap: I've read about this, it's like, uh.......:thinks::

Ens. G Heinlein
$ Tucker : I have already fended off another probe by this entity 

Captain Lewis
@::walks over to another station::

Cmdr. Tucker
$Heinlein: Just what I feared, but be weary, you may be at more risk than you thought, stick by morrel, just in case.

Ens. G Heinlein
$ XO : Aye Sir 

Cmdr. Mitchell
$::watches carefully as door opens quietly::

Cmdr. Dresden
@CO: Sir, we do not have enough power to bring up the logs.  We will need to bring mains back online.

Lt. McDowell
$ ::points rifle to the door crack::

Dr.(Lt.) Landt
@Capt.:  they seem to be in a zombie::

Cmdr. Mitchell
$::Steps into the quiet room::

Captain Lewis
@Dresdan:  contact Tucker and see what their status is and inform them of what we need

Ltjg Ber
@Cap: It's like somehow, someone or somebody has , uh, eaten their consious state of mind, leaving only their sub consious

Cmdr. Tucker
Team: Let's go ::follows Mitchell::

Lt. McDowell
$ ::follows the lead and enters the dark chamber::

AGM
$$$ Action:  A storage container has fallen on a Human who does not seem to try to move.

Cmdr. Dresden
@::nods::Tucker: Sir, what is your status Commander

Captain Lewis
@::gets the willies::  Ber:  any hypothosis?

Ens. G Heinlein
$::follows with McDowell ::::

Cmdr. Tucker
$Mcdowell: Is this the computer core?

Cmdr. Mitchell
$::notes man under container::

Lt. McDowell
$ <Morrell> ::slinks in the back of the group::

Ltjg Ber
@Cap: all these people are yelling from the inside, its quite distracting, trying to shut down the link

Captain Lewis
@::Looks down at readings::

Ens. G Heinlein
$::::reaches for Mediacl tricorder ::::

Cmdr. Dresden
@Tucker:  Cmdr. Tucker...do you read?

AGM
@@@ Action:  You all feel something brush your minds.  Something hungry.  Something lurking.  Something nearby.

Captain Lewis
@::looks up startled::

Cmdr. Mitchell
$XO: Commander, there's a man here.

Captain Lewis
@::looks back to rest of group::

Lt. McDowell
$ Tucker: Uh no sir...we were just in the computer core area before we entered here. This is a power node maintenance area.

Dr.(Lt.) Landt
@All:  did you feel that?!

Cmdr. Tucker
${#}Dresden: I'm here Mr. Dresden, how goes it there?

Captain Lewis
@Landt: yes  I did

Ltjg Ber
@Cap: we can't fight this, its getting stronger

Cmdr. Dresden
@::looks to the rest of the group::did anyone else feel something odd?

Captain Lewis
@Ber: WHAT is it??

Ens. G Heinlein
$::::Scans Person under container :::

Cmdr. Tucker
$Mcdowell: I'm no engineer, can you fix it from here?

Captain Lewis
@::feels something strange::

Ltjg Ber
@Cap: i think we better leave with the readings we have, while we have a chance

Captain Lewis
@Ber: get what you can uploaded and prepare to return to the ship.......

Lt. McDowell
$ Tucker: Interesting. To be an XO, you should have some engineering experience. But no matter. I can sir.

Cmdr. Dresden
@Tucker: Sir, we are in the command center...are you any where near the main power generators?

Cmdr. Tucker
${#}Dresden: Cmdr, are you all right?

Captain Lewis
@::looks around::

Ens. G Heinlein
$:::: takes reading of person under container ....they appear to be of a healthy male age about 32 :::

Captain Lewis
@::walks over to another station::

Ltjg Ber
@Cap: I repeat, all these people are yelling to me subconsiously to get out of here

Cmdr. Tucker
$Heinlein: Species?

Captain Lewis
@Ber: did they tell you what caused this?

Lt. McDowell
$ Group: The part of the core that I need to get to is in the next room over from here.

Captain Lewis
@::gets an eerie feeling::

Cmdr. Dresden
@{#}Tucker: for the moment we are all fine...can you reestablish main power?

Ltjg Ber
@Cap: too many images right now, i can probaby give you an answer soon, but we should leave

Cmdr. Mitchell
$::begins to survey the rest of the room::

Ens. G Heinlein
$ Tucker : He/she/it has struck again ...he seems to feed on thoughts

Captain Lewis
@Dresdan: tell them to get a move on......we need to get out of here.......

Cmdr. Tucker
Morell: See if you can help Mcdowell  Mitchell: Let's set up guard against these, doors, I'll take this one, and you take the other?

Cmdr. Mitchell
$::still looking for the #%* light switch::

Captain Lewis
@::looks down at blinking panel::

Ltjg Ber
@Cap: it's getting progressively stronger, we will not be able to cope soon

Captain Lewis
@::starts thinking::

Lt. McDowell
$ <Morrell> ::walks over and assists the Chief in getting into the next room over::

Cmdr. Tucker
${#}Dresden: We're in the process of restoring the computer, from there we'll get power back online if we can.

Dr.(Lt.) Landt
@::grabs head wincing in pain:: All:  something's in my mind!!

Captain Lewis
@Ber: prepare to move

Lt. McDowell
$ ::enters the computer room and starts accessing all key systems::

Captain Lewis
@::runs to Landt::

Cmdr. Dresden
@{#}Tucker: very well sir, we will proceed as best we can.

Ltjg Ber
@Cap: i have all I can download for now

Ens. G Heinlein
$:::Tries to apply more strength to protecting my minds sheilds :::

Captain Lewis
@::looks at Landt:: fight it..........

Captain Lewis
@::looks at crew::

Dr.(Lt.) Landt
@::the pain goes away and she looks up:: All:  It's gone.  Something entered my mind, it left after a few seconds.

Cmdr. Tucker
${#}Dresden: Aye, Tucker Out.

Lt. McDowell
$ ::scoots under console, takes out an ODN junction repair thingy, and starts going over the damaged parts::

Cmdr. Mitchell
$::begins to wonder if the date is Halloween rather than St. Pat's day::

Ltjg Ber
@Cap: try to think of a , uh, brick wall concentrate on it, don't stop

Captain Lewis
@::Looks at Landt::  are you sure?

AGM
$$$ Action:  The Core is not what you expect it to be.  What should be the reactor is covered by layers upon layer of webbing.  There is no way you can move in there without disturbing that webbing.

Captain Lewis
@::feels a headache coming::

Cmdr. Tucker
Mcdowell: Report.

Captain Lewis
@::holds head for a minute::

Lt. McDowell
$ ::sighs::

AGM
$$$ Action:  You are all confronted by one thought.  Strong and insistant.  "Leave."

Dr.(Lt.) Landt
@Capt.:  It's gone...I don't feel anything anymore.

Ltjg Ber
@Cap: WE must leave

Ens. G Heinlein
$ Tucker : He/she/it has sturck again ...he seems to feed on thoughts


Cmdr. Mitchell
$XO: Looks at the webbing material all over the controls and equipment.

Cmdr. Dresden
@CO: Sir, We obviously are dealing with a telepathic entity.  I do not know at this point what defense we can muster.

Dr.(Lt.) Landt
@::scans capt. for traces of anything::

Lt. McDowell
$ Tucker: Well sir...there's some type of a mesh that's blocking my repairs. If I disturb the mesh...well...

Cmdr. Tucker
$Mcdowell: If you can't do much, I'd just as soon get the hell out of here.

Captain Lewis
@ Dresdan: tell tucker to prepare to beam back to the ship.........

Lt. McDowell
$ ::scoots over to another area of the reactor::

Cmdr. Dresden
@CO: aye sir

Captain Lewis
@::Looks around nervously::

Ens. G Heinlein
$Tucker : It was a telepathic commands it may be the creaturtes Lair

AGM
$$$ Action:  High above you can see what looks like eggs.  All is attached by the webbing.

Cmdr. Dresden
@{#}XO: Cdr. Tucker...you are ordered to prepare to beam back to the ship.

Ltjg Ber
@::takes out PADD, lays it on science panel and downloads::

Cmdr. Tucker
$Heinlein: Is this being responsible for thse telepathic attacks? :;point to man::

Ens. G Heinlein
$Tucker : I believe it may be as he attacked me several times 

Captain Lewis
@::looks around::

Lt. McDowell
$ ::looks up through the webbing, and sees little eggs on it:: Oh...my...... ::never finishes for some reason::

Captain Lewis
::walks over to another panel::

Ltjg Ber
@::Staring at PADD::

Cmdr. Tucker
${#}Dresden: Uh, ask the captain if we may stay for a few more minutes, we're onto something here.

Ltjg Ber
@::what is this entry???????????::

Captain Lewis
@::nods as he hears Tucker::

Cmdr. Tucker
$Heinlein: Can we sedate him somehow so he can't do these attacks?

Captain Lewis
@::Looks at Ber::

Lt. McDowell
$ ::steps back in amazement::

Captain Lewis
@::walks over to Ber::

Ltjg Ber
@Cap

Cmdr. Dresden
@::cannot muster self will any longer...mental battle going on...being is atttching itself to my thoughts::

Ens. G Heinlein
$Tucker : We might try a stun setting on the phasers on the creatures 

Captain Lewis
@BER: what is it?

Lt. McDowell
$ Tucker: Uh sir...whatever this thing is...it's reproducing and feeding off of the main power. That's why we don't have power to anything.'

Cmdr. Tucker
$Mcdowell: What's going on lt?

Ltjg Ber
:: this is the Captains logs, its in the wrong files::

Captain Lewis
@::looks down at the readings::

Cmdr. Dresden
@CO: Sir, I have jsut experienced the a mental attack.

Ltjg Ber
@Cap: its ah , its about the crew and their disorientation

Cmdr. Tucker
$Heinlein, Mcdowell: Very well, I'm going to try and stun it.

Captain Lewis
@Dresdan:  you alright now?

Cmdr. Tucker
$Team: I think there has been suffiecient provocation.

Lt. McDowell
$ ::looks at the XO:: XO: And risk hitting the warp core containment field?

Captain Lewis
@::begins reading:: Ber: upload this

Ens. G Heinlein
$Tucker : we might need the combined energy of all of our Phasers to cover the area of its nest

Cmdr. Dresden
@CO: yes sir...but I am sure that if we do not stop the entity, we will all soon be as you see the station crew.

Captain Lewis
@::a pain enters her head::

Ltjg Ber
@Cap: this is interesting, something about an entity contacted and it was trying to take physical form

Cmdr. Tucker
$Mcdowell: You're right, we need to cut it's power, can you shut the core down?

Captain Lewis
@Dresdan:  let's get as much info as we can........then make a decision

Captain Lewis
@::continues reading::

Ltjg Ber
@Cap: seems it needed electro-bio energy to do it

Lt. McDowell
$ ::walks back to the main console, types a few thing. Then walks over to a big bulkhead, opens it, and pulls a few large bundles of wires::

Cmdr. Tucker
$Heinlein: After we neutralize the core, I agree.

Cmdr. Dresden
@CO: I do not think there is anything more we can do here for now...I suggest we meet up with the XO.

Captain Lewis
@Dresdan:  ::Nods:: contact him and let him know...

Ens. G Heinlein
$:::prepares Phaser to wide angle dispersion pattern ::::

Captain Lewis
@we also need to do something with these people

Cmdr. Dresden
@::nods::

Captain Lewis
@::rubs head::

Cmdr. Dresden
@{#}XO: Sir, we are on our way to your position.

Lt. McDowell
$ ::a low "power-down" kind of rumble is emitted from the core:: Tucker: Core's down sir. <g>

Cmdr. Tucker
$Team: All right aim and fire on my command::

Ltjg Ber
@Cap: we will all be affected soon if we don't get some distance from here

AGM
Action:  main Power throughout the Outpost has been cut again.

Cmdr. Dresden
@CO: stunning them is the best course sir.

Cmdr. Mitchell
$::takes aim::

Ens. G Heinlein
$::::prepares to fire on command ::::

Cmdr. Tucker
$::targets being::

Lt. McDowell
$ ::takes back up his rifle, and waits::

Captain Lewis
@dresdan: and then what?

Cmdr. Tucker
$Team: Remeber only heavy stun

Cmdr. Tucker
$Team: Fire

Ens. G Heinlein
$:::fires ::::

AGM
=/\=/\=/\= Pause Mission =/\=/\=/\=
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